YOUR CHANCE TO WIN $100!

Topic: Should government promote changes to corporate culture to make it more responsible to employees and society rather than just their shareholders?

Accepting ORIGINAL papers from ALL Lewis University undergraduate students— One author per paper - MUST BE submitted by the author.

1st Place: $100
2nd Place $75
3rd Place  $50

1000-1500 words, double-spaced
Any citation style (MLA, APA, or Chicago)

Properly cite all sources & provide a bibliography

Each paper must include a title page with:
student name email address
year in school phone number

Student’s name may not appear anywhere else in the paper.
(Papers will be blind judged by Political Science Faculty)

Submit completed works to: Christine Morrow, Secretary LRC Bldg—3rd Floor—LR-342 (if mailed—Unit 1119)
Email: morrowch@lewisu.edu

Sponsored by:
Alpha Delta Gamma Chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, the Political Science National Honor Society